Wooden mechanical model sets

«WOODEN.CITY» company is the sole designer and
manufacturer of mechanical self-assembling wooden 3-D
puzzles and models. We designed our first model in the
late 2015 and it became the inspiration for brand name
“WOODEN.CITY”, new models, and future to pursue to
design and create even more sophisticated 3-D wooden
puzzles.

Wooden Mechanical Models are the best gifts for any
occasion. It gives satisfaction from creations and will good
looks in interior. You can assemble 3-D wooden puzzles just
by yourself or with your family.
Customer satisfaction is high priority. Your 100%
satisfaction is guaranteed.

Growing experience designing new models helped us to
move forward with ideas. Currently all Wooden City
models are being sold in nearly 40 countries Worldwide.
To invent, create and manufacture 3-D Wooden Puzzle
Models, we are using highly accurate laser equipment. For
our raw material, use only certificated, Eco-friendly birch
plywood. Manufacturing process is fully automatized and
every single manufactured model is being tested by our
highly-qualified technicians.

Highly-qualified customer support representatives will
assist you in any difficult situations. Online instruction for all
models (if printed version was lost) and online ordering of
lost or damaged parts.
Please give us a call if you
have any questions or
inquiries.
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Main goal - to create Wooden Mechanical Models to
assemble with Perfect Design and mechanics. Wooden
sets have been carefully designed. They all have detailed
step by step instructions. All of this helps buyers to
assemble our models clearly and enjoy high quality
products with every single purchase.

Prepare for a whole new level of intellectual entertainment
for adults - we present wooden 3D puzzles.

We have a patented way for connecting parts that allows
us to assemble our puzzles without glue.
Each of our models is fully functional, e.g. assemble the
FERRIS WHEEL and when it’s done, you can use it as a
beautiful storage box or a piggy bank!
You can be sure of the quality - all our puzzles are
manufactured in Europe.
Ship worldwide

Warranty included

Go right to our website https://wooden.city,
choose your puzzle and order online.
They are a perfect gift delivered in a stylish wooden
package!

Any questions - click https://mssg.me/wooden.city
and choose a convenient way to connect with us!
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THE COMPANY IN NUMBERS:

Advantages and benefits of working with
Wooden.city

There are more than 60 models in
line, hundred thousands of them
being sold in more than 40
countries.

- High margin for both retailers and
distributors.

In 2019 the number of models in
line increased by three times and
the gross income by two times.

- Localization - EU Poland (cheap domestic
and fast worldwide shipping. Free of duty for
EU).

We have created our own professional
department of design engineers who work both
on creating new high-quality products and on
optimizing and improving production processes.

- Cooperation directly with manufacturer.

- Consumer Give High Marks to our products
(Award «Toys of the Year 2018», fund-raising
220% on Kickstarter).
- All products are created by Mechanical
Design Engineers.
- Demand for this type of products is
increasing stably from 2016 and by now. The
proof is growth of the company and growth of
competitors in this segment.
- We provide customer support and also, can
help with marketing.

Our ideal partner
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As the demand for our products is growing, we
need good distribution and reliable partners.
Wooden.City is primarily looking for
distributors around the world to meet the
needs of our customers.

Greetings from co-founder
and CEO of Wooden.City
Hello, my dear
future partner!

My name is Anton Ruban. I am co-founder and
managing partner of company Mobimods
Sp. z o.o, the owner of TM WOODEN.CITY.

Hello, my name is
Vladyslav Doroshenko
and I’m in charge for
developing and finance.

My previous and existing business experience
gave me the opportunity to build the perfect
system of work inside our enterprise.

My area is our unique models.
I have two higher educations, one of them is
engineering. I worked for 5 years in the
project office where I gained a lot of
knowledge and great experience. Then I
started to create my own models. Passion to
my work and professional experience gave me
the opportunity to make a unique and
high-quality product.

I kindly invite You to co-operation with
our company
and friendly WOODEN.CITY team!
with best regards, Anton Ruban

Dear Partner, working with us give you
assurance in strong supplier and
confidence that you can grow multiply
together with us.
with best regards, Vladyslav Doroshenko
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Let us introduce Wooden Mechanical Model Sets:
Set includes:
1. Wooden, stylish and
convenient package
with description in eight
languages;

Assembling the model does not require
glue. Built with the help of specially
developed and patented compounds.

2. Plywood details and
spare parts made with
laser cut;

3. Pack of axles, wax for
gears, sandpaper;
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4. Detailed step by step
instruction with
description in eight
languages;

Finished model
“Wooden Express with rails”

FINALLY YOU WILL GET A PERFECT
WOODEN MECHANICAL MODEL.

TARGET AUDIENCE

1. For Modeling and mechanisms fans.
2. For those who likes something to
create.
During assembling, spend your time full of
fun, and after the model is finished you may
use it as a decoration that will remind about
result you can be proud of.

3. For those who looking for a gift
(quality, perfect for any interior, the
ability to collect yourself) for a boyfriend,
girlfriend, mother, daughter, sister, son,
husband, boss, teacher, grandfather,
grandmother.
4. For someone who want to spend time
together.
5. For someone who want to develop
motor skills, creative thinking,
communication skills.
6. For someone who looking for interior
decoration to the office, home, apartment.
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Railway

Railway Series

Series

Wooden Express with rails
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From childhood everyone dreamed of
having a toy train with rails, to run it and
watch the way it rides. Even if you’re not a
kid anymore we have something interesting
for you. Perfect designed wooden express
with realistic details help you to go back to
the past and recollect your memories and
feelings. Assemble the model with your
friends or children, put it on rails and enjoy
moments of fun and happiness.

Number of parts:

400

Difficulty level:

5/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

420

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

355x110x122

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 321

5m

Number of parts:

176

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

180

Size of the assembled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:

362x115x135
WR 325

Series

Do you remember the station 9,3/4
from Harry Potter? Our station is
almost the same, but more real. All
you need is assemble wooden laser
sheets together and enjoying a result.
Build your own railway station and be
ready to Expresses arriving from
different side of the world. Hide all the
small parts into secret box after
playing with that magic wooden kit.

Railway

Railway Station

Wooden Express + Tender with rails
This amazing kit will be such a
great way to spend your free time
with profit. Tender serve as a good
addition to your wooden express.
Be ready to assemble it using
instruction and then feel free to
hitch the tender to express.

Number of parts:

580

Difficulty level:

5/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

600

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

558x110x122

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 323

3m
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Railway

Round Railway + Crossing

Series

Already assemble your Wooden
Express? So, it’s time to start it and
make that move on Round Railway
+crossing. Enjoy the moment and
follow how the Express go around. In
our set you may find also crossing as
one of elements of real railway. You
may also collect to your set such
models: Wooden Express, Wooden
Express + Tender, Railway station.

Number of parts:

159

Difficulty level:

2/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

180

Size of the assemx
x
bled model, mm 1640 1490 118
Path of the length:
Series/ Vendor code:

4,5 m
WR 324

City Tram with rails
We are happy to introduce you
our new mechanical wooden set City Tram with rails. It looks like real
Tram which is en-route to show you
all the special places you want to
see in your favorite city.
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Number of parts:

272

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

185x85x146

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 320

3m

Vehicles

Vehicles Series

Series

Cruiser V-Twin
Fascinating process of assembling
wooden mechanical set of the coolest
motorcycle is already waiting for you!
Power and incredible Cruiser V-Twin
helps you to create interesting situation
and exciting moments. Unique design,
wooden body and wooden details of this
motorcycle make your time spending
full of fun and great emotions.

Number of parts:

168

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

100

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

180x60x86

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 342

1m
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Vehicles

Сafé Racer

Series

British motorcycle enthusiasts of the early
1960s in London often made original events in
pubs and cafes with races to the music. The
race ”track” from the cafe ”Ace Cafe” to the
nearest roundabout was 2 km and racers had to
get this distance and come back while the song
was playing in the music automat. Nowadays,
every motocycles fan could find a smaller
version of his lovely model in metall or plastic.
And we are so happy to introduce you a model
of the coolest Сafe racer made of wood.

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

97
3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x65x60

Assembly time, min:

90

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

136x91x59

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 340

1m

Hot Rod
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Classic American car with large
engines modified for faster speed is
already in our collection. This model
has some new cool things such like
doors which opening with a stop and
also license plate like in real car! It’s
WOW, isn’t it? And of course,
wonderful design make you fall in
love with Hot Rod.

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

141
3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

170x78x60

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 339

1m

Number of parts:

137

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

151x87x59

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 336

1m

Series

Sport cars conquered the hearts of auto
lovers since the last century. I bet you’ll say
‘’WOW’’ when you see that wooden miniature
model in move. The buggy has got an
independent suspension, inertial mechanism
and returnable wheels. Special rubberized
wheels and amazing wings look natural like a
flawless copy of real Buggy. This model
combines perfect design and complicated
functions.

Vehicles

Buggy

Roadster

Just cross that finish line and you’ll
be a real racer. This model is created
for extremely confident persons.
Roadster has a double seat for a
handsome racer and his pretty
girlfriend.
Inertial
mechanism,
returnable wheels, front swivel
wheels, rubberized wheels and
perfect design… All included!

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

111
3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

166x91x59

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 337

1m
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Vehicles

Bolid

Series

Finish! And the winner is… Bolid! One of
the stars of racing cars with front swivel
wheels, inertial mechanism and returnable
wheel. Rubberized wheels and seat for a
one real racer is a great components of this
model. Sport cars are your passion? So,
that model will be a great addition to your
collection. Assemble it together with your
good friend, get one more wooden car and
arrange a race at home.

Number of parts:

109

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

210 min

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

166x77x54

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 326

1m

V8 Engine

Our wooden 3D puzzle of the
V-shaped internal combustion
engine used in Formula One racing
cars. All parts are movable: 8
cylinders, pistons, crankshaft and
fan. For true lovers of automotive
mechanics!
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Number of parts:

200

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

200

Size of the assembled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:

140x100x107
WR 316

Tractor

People
with
stubborn,
strong-willed characters are often
compared to tractors. “It runs like a
tractor,” that is, it does everything
to overcome obstacles. Wooden
City’s TRACTOR travels easily on
uneven ground! Just add it to your
collection and give it a try!

Number of parts:

164

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

200

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

158x119x72

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 318

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

63
2/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

100

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

161x140x88

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 304

50 cm

Series

The wild blue yonder calls! An
aviation classic, our BIPLANE is a
wood craft model with a rubber
band-driven motor, wheels, and
a spinning propeller!

Vehicles

Biplane

1m
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Roman Chariot

Simple in assembly, but ever
charging forward with inspiration, is
our wood 3d model ROMAN CHARIOT.
This is a realistic copy of the
venerable battle chariot, complete
with a pair of horses and a bold rider.
You’ll find yourself recalling the
fascinating history of the battles of
ancient Rome!

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

76
3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

220x55x130

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 301

1m

London Bus
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The
prototype
for
this
challenging 3D puzzle is the
legendary London doubledecker
bus, the AEC Routemaster. This red
bus became the symbol of the City
of London and its business card in
all the city’s guidebooks published
around the world!

Number of parts:

216

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40
360

Assembly time, min:
Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

232 70x115

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 303

x

4m

Trailer
Our 3D puzzle of the TRAILER
for the 4×4 is specially built for
your 4x4 jeep model. It’s not
difficult to build, but it is an
important companion piece to your
off-road vehicle.

Number of parts:
Difficulty level:

119
3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x36

Assembly time, min:

180

Size of the assembled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:

245x144x112
WR 310

4x4
Our 4x4 3D puzzle of a famous
American off-road vehicle. This
model, once assembled is a
complicated mechanism with fine
details. It’s the precursor of today’s
SUV, a vehicle with a masculine
character!

Number of parts:

570

Difficulty level:

5/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x51
720

Assembly time, min:
Size of the assembled model, mm
The maximum length
of the path:

279 151 148

Series/ Vendor code:

WR 309

x

x

2m
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Decoration

Decoration Series

Series

Globe
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Assembling our wooden Globe is
fascinating challenge which full the
minutes when you don’t have what to do.
The Globe Puzzle by Wooden City is not
usual world map but it’s jigsaw puzzle to
relax, relieve stress and of course is a nice
decoration to your office or living room. It
looks great in a classic office interior a add
harmony. Wooden Earth Globe with parts
of the world is made in a great quality.

Number of parts:

231

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assem255x158x180
bled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:
WR 341

If you don’t know where to hide
your banknotes, this model will be
such a great decision. Just figure
your own numerical code out and
don’t tell it anybody.

Number of parts:

225

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Series/ Vendor code:

150x150x150
WR 322

Series

Size of the assembled model, mm

Decoration

Safe

Football Cup multifunctional organizer
Why to be a football player is so cool?
First of all, you’re always in a such great
shape, sport is your life, you’re famous,
you have muscular legs. And of course,
all the girls would go crazy about you
and leave you theirs numbers. Sounds
great? If that description fits you get
your award - amazing Football Cup. But
don’t forget to assemble it first,
because it’s 3D puzzle.

Number of parts:

175

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

Assembly time, min:

120

Size of the assembled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:

154x114x114
WR 335
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Decoration

Mystery Box

Series

Mystery Box is not an old 3D
puzzle game. Every detail in its
assembly is of great importance.
After all, the basis of its mystery is
found in exact mathematical
calculations and engineering ideas.
Magic and precision are hidden
within it.

Number of parts:

176

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assem143x140x105
bled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:
WR 315

Magic Clock
Our Magic Clock is a fairy tale
told by you. Two faces, fancy
etchings, spinning gears and the
steady rhythm of the pendulum.
Become a wizard with this 3D
puzzle from WOODEN.CITY!
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Number of parts:

149

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assem129x141x218
bled model, mm
The operating time from
10 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 312
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Number of parts:

3/5

Difficulty level:
Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assem586x251x74
bled model, mm
The operating time from
120 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 313

Series

Incredibly beautiful, our carved
Pendulum is a finely designed open
mechanism.
Assemble
our
Pendulum 3D puzzle - it makes an
exquisite item to have in your
home, and is useful for meditation.

Decoration

Pendulum

Royal Clock

The Royal Clock is a worthy
hanging for the walls of the royal
chambers in any ancient castle.
Collect
this
extraordinarily
beautiful and unique element for
your
own
household,
a
masterpiece complete with a
pendulum mechanism! 12 hours of
non-stop operation!

Number of parts:

126

Difficulty level:

3/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assem1109x110x101
bled model, mm
The operating time from
12 h
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 314
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Decoration

Kinetic Picture

Series

Our Kinetic Picture is a wooden
3D puzzle, one of our more
popular self-assembled laser cut
wood models. It’s a “live” picture
that is activated by a key. You’ll
see movement across the entire
mechanism! Patterns rotate in
opposite
directions,
creating
delightful illusions!

Number of parts:

185

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

360

Size of the assem340x224x62
bled model, mm
The operating time from
1 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 308

Mechanical Picture
Our Mechanical Picture 3D
puzzle is an open mechanism
moving model kit. Start your
Mechanical Picture moving with a
special key, and its optical illusions
will capture your imagination!
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Number of parts:

275

Difficulty level:

4/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

480

Size of the assem347x231x62
bled model, mm
The operating time from
1 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 311

Mill

Windmills are truly an element of
ancient romance in modern Europe.
Our Mill model with an open
mechanism and a secret drawer is a
delightful decorative find for your
household interior. The fascinating
movement of the gears and rotating
blades of the Mill will leave strong
positive impressions upon your guest.

Number of parts:

251

Difficulty level:

5/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

420

Number of parts:

469

Difficulty level:

5/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

480

Size of the assem220x260x322
bled model, mm
The operating time from
1 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 306

Series

Our FERRIS WHEEL wooden
model lets you build your own
popular attraction. The wheel itself,
its cabins, passengers, are an open
mechanism that shows off the
movement of all its parts, and it has
a surprise - a hidden box. You’ve just
entered a real amusement park!

Decoration

Ferris Wheel

Size of the assem327x375x135
bled model, mm
The operating time from
1 min
one start is about:
Series/ Vendor code:

WR 307
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Widgets

Widgets - Key rings
Very simple! Hang them from your keychain or backpack! Stylish and unusual.

Key rings

Action 3 in 1 set

Trucks 3 in 1 set

Ships 3 in 1 set

Race Cars 3 in 1 set

Sport Cars 3 in 1 set
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Series

Vintage Transport 3 in 1 set

Decoration

Public Transport 3 in 1 set

Continents 3 in 1 set

Widgets 3 in 1 set

Transport Widgets 3 in 1 set

Chopper Widget
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Tiny Board Games
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Tiny Board Games
Chess / Checkers
2in1 set

Backgammon Short

Tic Tac Toe
var. 2

Domino

Snake puzzle

Brain Teasers IQ
(ﬁfteen)

Tangram
(Geometric puzzle)

Chess

ZOO puzzle

Checkers

Tiny Board Games

Tic Tac Toe
var. 1

Mill
(Logic Game)
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World Map Series

World Map Series

Map “Zoo”
Map “Girls”
“Girls”

“Mandala”

48

2/5

2/5

2/5

2/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

355x240x40

355x240x40

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

60

60

60

60

120x800x4

120x800x4

120x800x4

120x800x4

1/28 mio

1/28 mio

1/28 mio

1/28 mio

WM 514

WM 515

WM 516

WM 517

Difficulty level:

Size of the assembled model, mm
Scale:
Series/ Vendor code:

Map “Mandala”
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“Casino”

48

Number of parts:

28

“Zoo”

48

Wooden World Map 3D puzzle for your wall.
Made easily with your own hands and secured to
any surface with double-sided tape. Mark your
travels on the map and enjoy your memories!

Map “Casino”

World Map Series

World Map M

World Map L
Wooden World Map
3D puzzle for your
wall. Made easily with
your own hands and
secured to any surface
with
double-sided
tape.
Mark
your
travels on the map and
enjoy your memories!

MAP M
Number of parts:

MAP L
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MAP XL
48

1/5

1/5

2/5

Packaging size, mm:

240x175x28

355x240x40

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

60

60

60

570x380x4

830x550x4

120x800x4

1/57 mio

1/39 mio

1/28 mio

WM 501

WM 502

WM 503

Difficulty level:

Size of the assembled model, mm
Scale:
Series/ Vendor code:

World Map XL
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3 Colors:
Dark-oak,
Coral And
Cyan
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World Map Series

World Map Expedition Series Dots

World Map XXL

Wooden World Map 3D puzzle for
your wall. Made easily with your own
hands and secured to any surface
with double-sided tape. Mark your
travels on the map and enjoy your
memories!
(3 Colors: Dark-oak, Coral And
Cyan)

110

Number of parts:

3/5

Difficulty level:
Packaging size, mm:

495x370x45

Assembly time, min:

300

Size of the assembled model, mm

2000x1200x4

Scale:

1/17 mio

Series/ Vendor code:

WM 505

Number of parts:

MAP DOTS

35

MAP WORDS
39

1/5

1/5

Packaging size, mm:

355x240x40

355x240x40

Assembly time, min:

20

20

336x231x24

345x254x24

WM 508

WM 507

Difficulty level:

Size of the assembled model, mm
Series/ Vendor code:

World Map Expedition Series Words
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HOW DO WE WORK?
1. The customer fills in the price form

Nadin

Head of Sales

2. We confirm the availability of the
item if it is in the warehouse ( 2-3
days). If we have to make goods, we
say the time frame for the order
formation. ( Max. Up to two weeks).
3. We invoice for payment. If the
product is available in the warehouse,
then we ship right after the payment.
If the production is needed, a
customer pays 50% firstly and 50%
before a shipment.

Maksym

Sales Manager
4. The delivery is formed by a
customer. In individual cases by the
manufacturer.

Vitalii

Sales Manager

5. The after-sales issues related to
our product are handled by the
support department,
support@wooden.city.
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A GEOGRAPHY OF COMPANY'S ACTIVITY
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A FAMOUS CUSTOMERS OF COMPANY
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QUALITY CERTIFICATES OF MATERIALS

PATENT

OWN BRAND

REWARDS
2017 220%
2017 220%
2018 101%
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from the
planned
amount

Since 2016 our company develop design and produce unique D.I.Y. 3D wooden mechanical
models. Wooden.City already have a leading position in this area. Thanks to the vision and
goals-we grow multiples from year to year. We work in the fast-growing market of wooden
construction sets DIY with a high margin product, where demand exceeds supply. That is Why
- Welcome to become our Partner!
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Wooden mechanical models

CONTACTS

MANUFACTURER:
Mobimods Sp. z o.o.
Bialoskornicza 15-16/1
50-134 Wroclaw
Poland

www.wooden.city
b2b@wooden.city
+48 534 254 646
+48 534 254 646

support@wooden.city
www.wooden.city

For commercial inquiries
please write to

b2b@wooden.city

www.facebook.com/wooden.city/
www.instagram.com/wooden.city/

Visit website

2020

Company - Manufacturer
36

Made in Poland

